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Abstract—The present invention relates to railway reservation and route optimisation system. Nowadays Railway is the best way to travel for long journey as compared to others. This way of transportation is cost effective and appropriate for travelling. For travelling by railways there is a requirement of advanced reservation. In the situation of emergency travelling there exists a tatkal mode to prevent passenger from alternative agents who demand large amount for tickets, for this there is a need to implement a system application for reservation tickets. A platform for those who don’t want to go to ticket counter and purchase tickets has be implemented by which one can book the ticket, cancel the ticket, check the PNR status, check the best train to travel, and other suggestions related to reservation. All these aspects are explained in the present paper.

Index Terms— RAD model, Live status, Trains between start and end point, PNR.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today travelling has become priority for population, thus railway transport is in demand. It also helps in assisting the passenger to recognize trains with the straight path, therefore the passenger would reach to the end point with an ease and rapidly. This makes the system passenger friendly with the development of a better interface. By finding the shortest path between starting point and destination it becomes easy for a passenger to select a route. The passenger is able to know the information about the location of train. Passenger can get all the information like confirmation of ticket of if it is in waiting by the PNR number.

Maximum of the countries have railway services all over the world. Though, a passenger friendly, trustworthy and fast services always needed. As the number of passengers and shipping load are increasing day by day, therefore there is a need to develop more well-organized mechanisms for this increment. The smart system for railways can be obtained by introducing new technologies in the system. Smart computing approach can be employment in the system to make the system effective. Managing data related to passenger is the main point in the system. Detailed data of various passenger is needed mostly in the case of reservation. For effectiveness of the system the process of managing data, processing and storing should be done smoothly and very fast. In Indian railways introduction of aadhar card modified the system for manual entry of passenger details, this would also make the system secure.

There exist an e-booking system for booking tickets, there are some feature like selecting the tickets according to availability of the seats, checking the route of the train, cancelation of tickets. The description in present method is when there exists so many routes between the start point and end point, then the passenger would get the lowest routes to the destination (end point) and that would result in time saving of the passenger. In the present paper we have used ‘RAD process model’, by presumptuous passenger’s necessities an application has been established, thus all the necessities of passengers can be fulfilled.

In the paper a ‘Rapid Application Development process model’ has been used and according to the traditional view in that we have tried to apply all necessities and every passenger must use it. Today electronic devices are used by everyone which are running with time but there exists some people that are not much aware of the technologies and they can’t use them effectively. The presented application would help these kind of people quite effectively[1][2].

In paper [7] it is explained that basic facilities are provided by railways are good food availability, enquiry facility, good sanitation etc. All these facilities attract users and increase the number of passengers, Present reservation system doesn’t have a facility to choose seats according to their need, Thus members of same family get seats in other coaches. The section 2 of the paper is methodology, and 3rd section discloses about present work. Section 4 explains the implementation of the application and then whole work is followed by the conclusion.

II. METHODOLOGY

An incremental type model has been established for Railway Reservation to entree all the features and the system is a user friendly system. According to the requirements of the user each and every group comprises a module that has dissimilar operations. The designing uses a segmental and an operational method wherein the whole code would be divided in various modules or operations and can be fetched according to the requirement. In this application an Android studio has been used wherein the requirements of user are pre-assumed and implemented in ‘XML’ language and each and every module would be jointed together by employing ‘java’ language then the modules would be associated with API’s and then data could be delivered after raising a request by the user(s). The main operations are, obtaining and observing the main concerns of the user during booking or when other queries like the ticket cancellation. Status of PNR, information about train, live status of train and when there’s a difficulty encountered by the user, for this case a contact information has been given so that user(s) would be able to make the problems to be known by the attendant.
After developing each module, they’re jointed together to make the requisite application. In combination to the regular operations the optimization of shortest path has been meant to provide information about train that reaches via the shortest route that would result in saving time to reach the end point in less time from all the existing trains. The system is entirely depend on RAD, thus the user necessities have been presumed and implemented the application. Every necessity may not be fulfilled, however the necessities presumed would be fulfilled in finest manner. In the application the user side includes some options like ticket booking, ticket cancelling, PNR status checking, live checking of train’s status, information about train although the options for the server side are providing data to different users according to the demand by the user in API’s form which is an ‘Application Programming Interface’.
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### III. PRESENT WORK

Though IRCTC includes so many features but it cannot be identified that which train in the smallest time period reaches the end point (Destination). With the use of IRCTC person would fetch a list of trains that are available from current place to the end point. Without comparing times of different trains to reach the destination, it is not possible to know that which train would reach faster in the shortest time interval.

Nowadays everyone desire to reach the destination as fast as possible. When the person selects train to travel that he/she should be aware about all the information of train like which train would help in reaching him/her earliest. Thus, one additional feature has been added to the existing one and one can easily get to know that which train is a best option to reach. Some sorting algorithms have been employed with some circumstances. Time for all the trains have been sorted. Then by selecting the present time we can know which trains are available. When the 1st train isn’t available, the system would move further on to the successive train and this goes would continue. In this way the system can help the user in effective manner. The result of all these methods is that, it would show the train among all the trains at the top of the list which is taking less time to reach the destination.

### IV. IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS

An application for railways has been implemented by employing Android via which all the modules have been written in ‘XML’ language. Every module is used in a combination by employing ‘java’ language and there are some photos to represent the projected application and the pictures demonstrate operation of the application:
V. CONCLUSION

An application for railways have been developed for satisfying user requirements successfully. The application provides addition information like which train for a particular route will be best mode to travel and reach the destination along with the informations like checking of PNR status, ticket booking, cancellation of tickets etc. The application has been implemented in order to help user to fulfill all user requirement in a better way. The presumption have been made by this to fulfill all the necessities of user. It is observed that system is user friendly and helpful for those who don’t even have much knowledge about technologies as the searching is not complicated in this.
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